
I was in awe that you knew about my gr.grandad Joseph.  My mother said the "aunt" that raised 
him was named Bertha.  What a surprise to know her name was Ethol.  They must have been 
good to him, because he named his first son Earl.  What can you tell me about this situation?  Is 
the family story true?  Or is it only partly true?  Whos was his father?  Do you know?  How was he 
related to this family?   His daughter, my Grandmother said Joseph was born in Freedom County, 
Ohio.  I think that is where Whigsville is.  I will look through my info and see if I can find anything 
that will help with Oscar.  I hope I am not confused, but Earl is Oscar's son, correct? 
  
Boy aren't I full of questions!!!! 
  
Lou 
His mother supposedly was a very beautiful woman and became pregnant but would never tell 
who the father of Joseph was.  She would take him to school every day and when he was about 9 
or 10, he came out of school and she wasn't there.  She just disappeared.  They say the gypsies 
were passing through and they don't know if they abducted her, or she just went with them or just 
left for the unknown.  Could be just a family story, don't know.  Joseph's wife told the story that he 
picked the name Morrison on his own from the Chicago hotel by that name.  Gr. Grandmother 
was quite a character and she probably made that up.  Her daughter ( my grandmother) said he 
was born in Freedom County, Ohio and the Large's and the Morrison's both show up there about 
the time he was born.  That is how I made the connection.  Now if I could find his mother's name 
for sure, I might be able to track them by the census.  Still lots of questions, but many of their 
children had names that came through the Large family. 
  
I am attaching a picture of Joseph.  Do you think he looks like anyone in the family? 
 


